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PRE-FOUNDATION PROGRAMME EXAMINATION, May 2015 
 

(PART – II) 
 

520: ENGLISH 
 

(Common with Pre-Foundation in Music)   

 

Time: Three hours Maximum: 80 marks 

 

I. Answer any ONE of the following questions.  (1×10=10) 
 

1. How did the benevolence of the Bishop transform Jean Val Jean? 

2. Write the summary of the story of ‘Thuppariyam Sambu’. 

3. Write a note on ‘His First Test’. 

  

 
II. Answer any ONE of the following questions.  (1×10=10) 

 

1. What were Helen’s efforts to learn to speak? 

2. Write a summary about to Sarojini Naidu’s life? 

3. Write an essay on the services rendered by Joan of Arc to her nation. 

 

III.   Answer any ONE of the following questions.  (1×10=10) 
 

1. Write the summary of the conversation between the student and professor? 

2. Discuss “Road not taken” as autobiographical poem. 

3. Analyse the poem “Six and Out”. 

 

IV.   Answer any ONE of the following questions.  (1×10=10) 
 

1. Discuss the views of John Uhman on the war machines. 

2. Bring out the influence of nature on man. 

3. Narrate the qualities of the happiest man according to Sir Henry Wotton? 

 
V. (A)  Answer any TEN of the following questions.  (10×2=20) 

 

1. Very few girls in the class are as intelligent as Gayathri [Change in to 

comparative) 

2. Onion is costlier than most other vegetables. [Change in to superlative]. 

3. Rama said, “I am very busy now”. [Change in to indirect]. 

4. He said, “I have passed the examination” [Change in to indirect speech]. 

5. She asked her father when the next letter would come[Change in to direct 
speech] 
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6. The Policeman enquired where we were going.[ Change in to direct speech]. 

7. Owing to ill-luck, he met with an accident [Change in to complex]. 

8. The boy was disobedient, and so the teacher punished him.[Change in to 
Simple sentence]. 

9. When he saw the danger , he paused[Change in to compound]. 

10. Although he is weak, he played well[ Change in to compound].                                                                                                               

11. The cat killed the mouse[Change in to passive] 

12. M.S Dhoni hits a six[Change in to Passive] 

13. Examinations were conducted by the university[Change in to Active] 

14. The World Cup has been won by Indian Team[Change in to Active] 

15. It is not the biggest tree[ Change in to positive]. 

 
V     (B)   Develop the following hints into a story  (5) 

 

 Johnsy suffered from Pneumonia –Sue looked after her- Johnsy planned to 

paint the bay  of naples-Behrman model helped Sue-Johnsy started counting 

days- Counting falling leaves-believes last leaf as her death –Sue want to give 

hope for recover-Behrman paints the last leaf in the wall-Johnsy recovered.   

 
V     (C)   Write the phonetic symbol of the following  (5x1=5) 

 

1. Book    2.Computer           3. Bus          4. Chain         5. Pencil 

 
V     (D)   Write a precis of the following passages in one third of 

its length   
(5x2=10) 

 

 Courage is a mental state – an affair of the spirit- and so it gets its strength 

from spiritual and intellectual sources. The way in which these spiritual and 
intellectual elements are blended. I think produces roughly two types of 
courage. The first an emotional state, which urges a man to risk injury or 
death-physical courage. The second a more reasoning attitude which enables 
him coolly to stake career, happiness, his whole future, on his judgement of 

what he thinks either right or worthwhile a moral courage. But I have never met 
a man with moral courage who would not. When it was really necessary, face  
bodily danger. Moral courage is a higher and rarer virtue than physical courage.  

******* 


